REPRESSION AND SUBLIMATION
and jerks, or mental phobias, are caused by a repression,
it has been found that cure follows if the patient, can be
assisted to bring the repressed complex into consciousness.
It is doing harm, because, though kept out oi the intel-
lectual chamber of consciousness where common sense
would dispose of it, it is in emotional strength undiminished,
and to hold this force down is using up energy. The chief
point in outflanking the Censor seems to be to get the patient
to practise allowing his mind to follow associations in the
freest possible fashion, reporting them to the psychoanalyst:
and in order to get starting-points, dreams are used, each
item being made the commencement of such trains of free
associations. Or in another method, words are said one
by one to the patient, who responds with his first associated
word, as " white," " snow." When these words touch on
complexes, a longer time elapses before the reply comes,
or the word is misheard, or an exceedingly far-fetched
association is made, or a previous one repeated, etc. In
such a way the analyst gets on the track of the trouble
and drags it to daylight. Each little forgetfulness of
every day, each slip of speech, is similarly asserted to be
due to unconscious forces. We forget what is painful;
we say by a slip of the tongue what deep in our unconscious
we really think, as when a hostess exclaims "Can't yon
go—must ycu stay ? " Repressed incidents drag down
into unconsciousness with them, things which have only
slight superficial associations with them, even a punning
resemblance being sufiicient—as when Freud forgets the
name of a character and miscalls him Jocelyn, because his
true name Joyeux would suggest his own name Freud
and would be painful in the circumstances in question
(Joyeux being approximately a French equivalent of Freud),
Perhaps only someone who is engaged in treating mental
patients, and knows from experience how helpful as
windows to the back of the mind such apparent trifles can
be, is competent to judge this hypothesis. Most of us can
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